
Fluent Plus Lesson Plan

Farmer McFuddy’s Garden

Fluent Plus Level 22

Lesson rationale

The students will

• Ask questions
• Analyse and synthesize ideas and information
• Use personal experience and knowledge to

make sense of the story

Before the lesson

Read and familiarize yourself with the story and the lesson plan. You will need
paper and pens, or some way to record the questions for each page. (‘Post-it™’
notes would be ideal.)

Reading and thinking

Talk to the students about the comprehension strategies set for this lesson.

View the front cover, read the title and look carefully at the illustration. Turn to the
back cover.  Again, read the focus question and look at the illustration.

Pose the question, We know a tiny bit about Farmer McFuddy and the story. There is
a lot we don’t know.  What questions have you got?

Record the questions and if possible attach them to the part of the book where the
question came from. Ask the children, How are we going to answer these?

Read Chapter One.

Check, Have we answered any questions? Do we have more questions to ask?

Read Chapter Two.

As with Chapter One ask the students, Have we answered any questions?  Do we
have more questions to ask?

Read Chapters Three and Four.

Discuss the questions the students have already posed and whether there are
other questions to be asked. Encourage the students to predict answers to the
questions they have posed. Praise them if they use the information or relevant
details from the text to help with their answers.

Read Chapter Five.

Ask the students to think about what questions Farmer McFuddy would have,
Who could Farmer McFuddy go to for help? What would he ask them?
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Read Chapter Six.

As in the beginning, focus again on the students’ questions. Are there any more
questions that can be answered?  Where could you go or who could you go to, to
answer the remaining questions?  Does every question need to be answered?

More thinking

Using the book as a guide, ask the students to list the correct steps Farmer
McFuddy used to get his garden growing. These ideas could be recorded as
drawings, labelled diagrams, written as instructions as a procedural text, or any
combination of the above (FUS 1, 3, 5, 8).
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